On Wed, Jul 15, 2015 at 6:42 PM, Arjan <arjan@zielenknijper.nl> wrote:
Dear Global Research / Eric Zuesse,
...
The Indian Government was caught spreading lies and the main stream media in India reported
about it.
An Air India flight was near MH17: Technology nails Indian Ministry's lie
http://www.firstpost.com/world/an-ai...e-1624417.html
Air India flight was 90 seconds away when missile struck Malaysia Airlines Flight MH17
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/i...w/38702536.cms
How is it possible that this evidence is missing from the knowledge of a professional investigative
reporter? How is it possible that the brave revelations of the pilots of Air India 113 are so widely
ignored, even so by the proclaimed 'honest' reporters and media?
When I search on your website 0 results are
found: http://www.globalresearch.ca/search?...113%22&x=0&y=0
Just a few days after MH17 was shot down on July, 17th, I posted the link from India Times on my
Facebook profile. In the next year I searched for responses, blog posts or news items related to Air
India 113 and discovered that literally no media in The Netherlands, not even amateur
investigative journalists or conspiracy sites, were reporting anything about it.
I then started tipping all blogs, conspiracy sites, critical news sites and main stream media in The
Netherlands about the missing coverage of the revelation of the Air India 113 pilots and the
attention from main stream media in India that shows that the revelation was taken for truth by
main stream journalists.
No reply or action followed.
I was thunderstruck.
I started to insist on coverage, posted public comments with articles and I posted a complaint
about the missing coverage to MH17 memorial sites and Facebook pages in an attempt to make
relatives aware that their missing attention may lead to adverse effects for people who stand for
justice and truth on behalf of the victims (now or in the future), such as the pilots of flight Air
India 113 who had at that point effectively been ignored for more then 1 year by all Dutch media,
including small blogs and investigative reporters.
I would like to ask you why the pilots of Air India 113 are concealed in your reports about MH17.
Thanks in advance for your time to reply!

